
IGBRR / IUSAB May Day State Tourney Recap 

May 5th -6th, 2018 

Greenwood, Indiana 

 

 
Thirty-two of Indiana’s top squads, across four High School 
divisions, hit the floor over the first weekend of May with the 
chance of emerging as IGBRR Indiana US Amateur Basketball 
State Champions. After a day of intense play in three pool 
contest, the pool winners and runner-ups advanced to the Final 
Four in each division. When the smoke settled after 
championship Sunday bracket play, four squads from four 
different clubs were crowned State Champions in their 
respective division. Platinum Division: Indy Magic Scott, Gold 
Division: Midwest Finest Elite, Silver Division: Indiana Flight 
Blast, Bronze Division: Sky Digg Elite Newport. 

 

 

 
 

Platinum Division 

 
 



 
Championship: Indy Magic Scott def Sky Digg Elite Sullivan 
Semi-Final: Sky Digg Elite Sullivan def Indiana Flight Attack 
Semi-Final: Indy Magic Scott def Indy Magic Blanding 
Pool Winners: Pool A: Sky Digg Elite Sullivan, Pool B: Indy Magic Blanding 
 

 

 

Platinum All-Tourney Team: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hannah Farrell  2020 G Indy Magic Scott  Greenfield-Central 

Leah Seib  2019 F Indy Magic Scott  New Palestine 

Keegan Sullivan  2020 G Sky Digg Elite Sullivan  South Bend St. Joseph 

MacKenzie Keelin 2019 F Sky Digg Elite Sullivan  Owensboro Catholic, KY 

 

 

 

Continued… 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alex Richard  2021 F Indiana Flight Attack  Avon 

Allison Bosse  2020 G Indy Magic Blanding  Brownsburg 

Ella Collier  2020 W Team Indiana   Danville 

Jade Nutley  2021 F Indiana Flight Prime  Madison 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Michaela Schmidt 2019 F NWI Thunder Gold  Highland 

Megan Harlow  2019 W Indiana Showcase  Whiteland 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
Hannah Farrell   5’9  G   2020   Indy Magic Scott  Greenfield Central  

Hannah had an outstanding tournament, leading her Indy Magic squad to the Platinum Division Championship. During 
pool play, with the absence of Tabor, Hannah took on the bulk or reps from the point and shined throughout the day. 
Made good decisions with the ball of when to facilitate and when to find her own opportunities. Good balance of skill in 
her offensive game with ability to score at all levels. Has added strength to her frame and is able to rebound from the 
guard spot with a nose for the ball. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 
 

Megan Harlow  5’9 G  2019  Indiana Showcase  Whiteland 
 
Blue collar tough kid that shows versatility in her game. Megan will do what her team needs, that may be running the 
point offensively and defending a bigger forward on the other end. Plays physical with a high motor and doesn’t need 
the ball to be effective. Capable of knocking down threes, playing downhill to the rim and  will go the boards against 
bigger matchups. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 
Sydney Jaynes  6’1 C  2021  Indiana Flight Prime  Trinity Lutheran 

Strong with good mobility. Looking more and more comfortable as a ball handler and a passer, shows comfort handling 
the ball in the full court if the outlet isn’t immediately available. Is starting to be vocal defensively, has a team impact on 
defense. Finishes well around the rim and is starting to show the ability to create a good look in the post.  

 



 
Jackie Maulucci  5’7 G  2020  Indy Magic Blanding  Hamilton SE 

Deceptively quick guard with a long frame. Uses change of speed to create space for herself, is able to shake first 
defender and find room to operate between the 1st and 2nd level of the defense. Able to finish in traffic, shows 
creativity to find angles. Good range on her jumper, not one you can leave open. Crafty defender, can give ball handlers 
fits with quick hands. 

 
Alex Richard   6’0 F 2021  Indiana Flight Attack  Avon 

Continued her impressive spring showing by being named to the Platinum Division All-Tourney team. Absolutely owned 
the boards at times during weekend play. As noted in previous write up this spring, her athleticism, strong frame, 
aggressive demeanor was highlighted throughout the weekend. Finishes around the basket, comfortable out to 15 and 
can put the ball on the floor against other forwards. Will need to extend her game out a bit as a 6 footer and consistency 
will come with continued experience at the highest levels. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 
Lucy Robertson  6’2 C 2020   SDE Sullivan   North Harrison   

Lucy is on the verge of becoming a house hold post name in the 2020 class. As her frame fills out and she adds strength 
her ability to control her space and win physical matchups is starting to show out. Her length and wings allow her to 
change and block shots as a rim protector. Agility to rebound out of her area, runs the floor well, and shows solid hands 
and feet on post entry. Will need to continue to add to post finishing moves and confidence with the  ball deep. 

 
Hailee Robbins   5’10 F 2020  Indiana Flight Attack  Franklin 

Versatile combo forward, strong frame and a growing skill set could be more of a wing than a forward before long. 
Ability to stretch the floor with her jumper allows her to create straight line drives, doesn’t shy from contact and finishes 
strong. A solid defender overall, increase in foot speed would help her against quicker perimeter players. 
 

Michaela Schmidt  5’11 F 2019  NWI Thunder Gold  Highland 

Michaela will simply out work you, she will beat you to the spot, win physical battles she will put pressure on you to 
match her intensity . Efficient in the lane on touches, with good hands, feet and finishing ability in the lane. Rebounds 
well, by staying active, positioning and a nose for the ball off the rim. Understands how to use her strong from to get 
separation  at the basket and get herself to the free throw line by embracing contact. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 
 

Abby Stoddard   6’0 W 2020  Team Indiana   Crown Point 

We had only seen Abby sparingly before this spring but now have had a chance to see her over three events and there is 
a lot there to like. Her length and athleticism is what you first notice combined with backcourt skills. Has a good step to 
the rim coming off screens and can create opportunities with length and elevation once defender is on her hip. Will need 
to fine tune handles in open space to create for herself and continue to improve consistency in jump shot game but 
tools are there to be elite. 

 
 

 



 
Gold Division 
 

 
Championship: Midwest Finest Elite def Indy Magic Andrus (J.Hasty 12pts, J.Barga 10pts, T.Sietz 19pts) 
 
Semi-Final: Midwest Finest Elite def Indy Magic Syrek 
Semi-Final: Indy Magic Andrus def Indiana Showcase Kabara 
Pool Winners: Pool C: Midwest Finest Elite, Pool D: Indiana Showcase Kabara 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Gold All-Tourney Team: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Jordan Barga  2019 W Midwest Finest Elite  Monroe Central 

Janessa Hasty  2019 G Midwest Finest Elite  Oak Hill 

Bridget Dunn  2021 W Indy Magic Andrus  Carmel 

Tally Seitz  2021 G Indy Magic Andrus  Carmel 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Jhordan McGuire 2019 F Indy Magic Syrek  University 

Bonnie Ludlow  2021 G Indiana Showcase Kabara Avon 

Skylar Fulton  2019 G Team Indiana Central  Fishers 

Kiersten Poor  2020 W Team Indiana Rising Stars Jeffersonville 

 



 

 
Maddi Fulks   5’5 G 2020  Indiana Faith   Bethesda Christian 

Combo guard who can get hot in a hurry. Can create her own shot and is creative in her ability to get a look she likes off. 
Shows good vision in the open floor and can create for others in transition. Crafty on defensive, often catches the ball 
handler sleeping, coming up with the steal. 
 

Jenessa Hasty   5’7 G 2019  Midwest Finest   Oak Hill 

Good all round guard on both ends of the floor. Can scores at all three levels. Plays with heart and almost wills the ball 
to bounce her way at times. Doesn’t shy from contact and rebounds well for her position, tracks down loose balls well 
outside of her area. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 
 

Bonnie Lou Ludlow  5’6 G 2021  Indiana Showcase  Avon 

Has strong handles and creates space with north/south speed with the ball, change of tempo, ball control and overall 
feel. At her best attacking the basket and putting pressure on the defense to rotate and help. Doesn’t consistently make 
correct read deep but creates opportunity more time than not, Gets to the free throw line with aggressive attacks and 
shows good anticipation on defensive end. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 
Jhordan McGuire  5’9 F 2019  Indy Magic   University 

Strong frame allows her to play taller than listed. Works hard on both ends and can turn into a rebound machine against 
a mismatch. Able to push the ball in transition after the defensive rebound and gets down hill on drives to the basket. 
Finishes difficult shots around the rim. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 
 

Kiersten Poor   5’10 W 2020  Team Indiana   Jeffersonville 

Kiersten may be a little under the radar considering the depth of the Jeffersonville program but she is without a doubt a 
2020 to have on your watchlist. She brings a lot to the table including length, a versatile skill set, ability to play and 
defend multiple spots.  She can score it all levels, plays with energy and confidence, can handle it and has nice overall 
feel for the game. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 
Tally Seitz   5’7 G 2021  Indy Magic   Carmel 

Involved in more big plays this past weekend than anyone else we saw. Active on D and was able to turn deflections into 
steals leading to open court opportunities, made good decisions in transition. Showed ability to stretch the floor to the 
three point line or get down hill. Can play either guard position and rebounds better than most guards. ALL-TOURNEY 
TEAM 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SILVER DIVISION 
 

 

Championship: Indiana Flight Blast def Midwest Finest 2021 (M.Morrison 15pts, M.Wilkinson 11pts) 
 
Semi-Final: Indiana Flight Blast def Indiana Showcase Eber 
Semi-Final: Midwest Finest 2021 def Midwest Finest 2020 
Pool Winners: Pool E: Indiana Flight Blast, Pool F: Midwest Finest 2020 

 

 

 

 



 

Silver All-Tourney Team 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Micah Morrison  2020 G Indiana Flight Blast  Greensburg 

McKenzie Cooper 2020 G Indiana Showcase Eber  Eastern 

Alexis Mead  2020 G Midwest Finest 2020  Greenwood Christian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Abbey Worley  2021 G Midwest Finest 2021  Mt Vernon 

Abigail Parker  2022 G Indiana Showcase  Tipton 

 

 
McKenzie Cooper  5’6 G 2020  Indiana Showcase  Eastern 

Active and aggressive on both ends, strong for her size and is able to “bully” loose balls away from opponents. Gets 
downhill on drives and is able to hold the edge, always looking to attack the paint. Shows a good pull-up from 15’ and 
can hit from 3 off the spot up. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 

 



 
Alexis Mead   5’8 G 2020  Midwest Finest   Greenwood Christian 

Long frame guard who showed the ability to make good decisions running the offense, especially in the pick and roll. A 
confident shooter from three, doesn’t shy away from pulling up off the dribble. Looks to set-up teammates and showed 
good court vision. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 
Micah Morrison  5’6 G 2020  Indiana Flight Blast  Greensburg 

Had an outstanding tournament, including 15 pts in the Silver Championship game win. Quick first step off the bounce, 
with handles and athleticism to get separation. Plays north/south and downhill with aggressive mindset attacking and 
putting pressure on defense. Good anticipation in passing lanes with ability to pressure the ball and come up with steals 
and finish in transition. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 
Bailey Stamper   6’1 P 2021  Indiana Showcase  Triton Central 

Mobile post with the ability to stretch the floor to the three point line. Battles for position on both ends of the floor, eats 
up space in the paint on the defensive end. Flashes some creativity in ability to finish around the rim, puts opponents in 
a position to foul, converts from free throw line. 

 

Bronze Division 

 
Championship: Sky Digg Elite Newport def NuVision Gray (A.Lothamer 9 pts, C.Culberson 10pts) 
 
Semi-Final: NuVision Gray def NWI Thunder Green 
Semi-Final: Sky Digg Elite Newport v First Ladys 2021 
Pool Winners: Pool G: NWI Thunder Green, Pool H: Sky Diggs Elite Newport 

 



 

 

 

Bronze All-Tourney Team 

 
Emily Wood  2021 F Sky Digg Elite  Noblesville 

Madison Gray  2021 F NuVision Gray  Union County 

Kassie Stanko  2021 F NWI Thunder Green Morgan Township 

Eyona Cook  2021 F First Ladys 2021  TBA 

 

Kassie Stanko   5’11 F 2021  NWI Thunder Green  Morgan Township 
 
Kassie has a lot og good qualities for a young post player, strong frame, embraces contact and physical game and 
finishes well around the basket. Showed athleticism with good hands and feet, ran the floor well and plays with energy. 
A prospect to keep an eye on as she grows her game. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

Tiaira White   5’2 G 2021  First Ladys  Perry Meridian  

Quick, shifty guard, fearlessly attacks the paint at every opportunity. Deceptively strong for her size and isn’t scared of 
contact in the paint. Can really turn up the heat on defense and force opposing guards into losing the dribble. Is able to 
create space and passing lanes, to set-up teammates for easy scores. 



 
Emily Wood   5’10 F 2021  Sky Digg Elite Newport  Noblesville 

A long versatile forward. Able to defend in the post or on the perimeter and can handle a good range of players. 
Rebounds outside of her area. Fluid going to the basket and comfortable on the perimeter, shows confidence in her 
jumper. Stays active off the ball offensively. ALL-TOURNEY TEAM 

 

8th Grade Division 

 

Championship: Indiana Red Storm def Midwest Finest 2022 

 

 

 


